
“A moving memorial for Leningrad’s victims.” 
—Maclean’s

anna	reID

leningrad
Tragedy	of	a	city	under	siege,	1941–44

On September 8, 1941, eleven weeks after Hitler launched his brutal surprise 
attack on the Soviet Union, Russia’s historic capital—now once again named  
St. Petersburg—was surrounded. The siege was not lifted for two and a half years, 
by which time some three-quarters of a million civilians in Leningrad—one in 
three of its population—had died of starvation.

Stripping away decades of Soviet propaganda, Anna Reid’s Leningrad is a gripping, 
authoritative narrative history of this dramatic twentieth-century tragedy, inter-
woven with indelible personal accounts drawn from diarists on both sides.

Drawing on newly available diaries, memoirs, and government records, Leningrad 
also tackles a raft of previously unanswered questions: Was the size of the death toll 
as much the fault of Stalin as of Hitler? Why didn’t the city fall to the Germans 
or collapse into anarchy? What decided who lived and who died? Impressive in its 
originality and literary style, it is a powerful work of history that gives voice to the 
dead and deepens our insight into mankind’s inhumanity and generosity alike.

ANNA REiD is the author of The Shaman’s Coat: A Native 
History of Siberia and Borderland: A Journey Through the History 
of Ukraine. She was the Ukraine correspondent for The Economist 
and The Daily Telegraph from 1993 to 1995, and from 2003 to 
2007, she ran the foreign affairs program at the think tank Policy 
Exchange. She lives in London and currently works as an advisor 
to the U.K. government.

“With scholarship and narrative verve, reid makes effective 
use of diary accounts and other material kept by survivors … 
Leningrad is magnificent living history.”—The Observer	(u.K.)
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The	last	full-scale	narrative	of	the	siege	
was	published	in	1969,	with	sealed	russian	
archives
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